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Src family kinases (SFK) are critical for initiating and regulating the response of mast cells activated by engagement of the high-affinity IgE receptor, FcεRI. Lyn is the predominant SFK in mast cells and has been ascribed both positive and negative roles in regulating mast cell activation. We analyzed the mast cell phenotype of WeeB, a recently described mouse mutant that expresses a Lyn protein with profoundly reduced catalytic activity. Surprisingly, we found that this residual activity is sufficient for wild-type levels of cytokine production and degranulation in bone marrow-derived mast cells after low-intensity stimulation with anti-IgE. High-intensity stimulation of lyn−/− bone marrow-derived mast cells with highly multivalent Ag resulted in enhanced cytokine production as previously reported, and WeeB cells displayed an intermediate phenotype. Under this latter condition, SFK inhibition using PP2 increased cytokine production in wild-type and lyn−/− cells, but lyn−/− cells, resulting in substantially higher levels in the PP2-treated WeeB than in lyn−/− cells. Restoration of wild-type and WeeB lyn alleles in lyn−/− cells generated activation phenotypes similar to those in nontransduced wild-type and WeeB cells, respectively, whereas a kinase-dead allele resulted in a phenotype similar to that of empty-vector–transduced cells. These data indicate that inhibition of Lyn and/or SFK activity can result in higher levels of mast cell activation than simple deletion of lyn and that only near-complete inhibition of Lyn can impair its positive regulatory functions. Furthermore, the data suggest that both positive and negative regulatory functions of Lyn are predominantly carried out by its catalytic activity and not an adaptor function. The Journal of Immunology, 2010, 184: 000–000.

Mast cells are effector cells of the innate immune system that respond to bacterial and parasitic infections and are important mediators of IgE-dependent allergic and other inflammatory reactions (1). They secrete a variety of preformed and newly synthesized mediators of the inflammatory response, such as histamine, serotonin, leukotrienes, cytokines, and chemokines. FcεRI, the high-affinity IgE receptor expressed on the mast cell surface, is a tetrameric complex consisting of an IgE-binding a subunit, a signal-modulating b subunit, and two copies of the signal-generating FcεRI y subunit, which associates with a number of immunoreceptors (2). Aggregation of FcεRI induced by IgE-specific multivalent Ag or by other means, such as anti-IgE cross-linking, results in activation of b subunit-associated Lyn, a Src family tyrosine kinase (SFK). Lyn phosphorylates the ITAMs in the cytoplasmic domains of the b- and y-chains, which leads to the recruitment of additional Lyn to the b-chain, the tyrosine kinase Syk to the y-chains, and other signaling and scaffolding molecules to the aggregated receptor complex (3–5).

Lyn is the predominant SFK in mast cells and is estimated to be at least 20-fold more abundant in mast cells than two other SFKs, Fyn and Hck, that have been demonstrated to play a role in FcεRI-dependent signaling (6, 7). Despite its predominance, Lyn-deficient bone marrow-derived mast cells (BMMCs) still respond to FcεRI engagement, with hyperresponsiveness observed under some conditions and hyporesponsiveness observed in others (6, 8–11). Consistent with the observation of Lyn-independent mast cell activation, Fyn- and Hck-deficient BMMCs have reduced biological activity in most functional assays, indicating that these two SFKs contribute substantially toward the signals required for mast cell activation (i.e., positive regulation). For example, Fyn has been shown to mediate phosphorylation of the adaptor Gab2 and subsequently activate PI3K and Ca2+-independent, microtubule-dependent translocation of granules (6, 12). Gab2 phosphorylation and microtubule formation are also reduced in Hck-deficient BMMCs, and Hck further appears to negatively regulate Lyn activity, potentially via a mechanism involving the C-terminal Src kinase-interacting protein Cbp/PAG (7).

In vivo and in vitro studies using Lyn-deficient mice and BMMCs derived from these mice, respectively, have begun to unravel a surprisingly complex regulatory structure in which Lyn plays both positive and negative roles in regulating mast cell activation. Mast cell responses induced via low-intensity stimulation (e.g., anti-IgE cross-linking or monomeric IgE binding) are severely curtailed in lyn−/− BMMCs, highlighting the activating role of Lyn and suggesting that with these “weak” stimuli the residual SFK activity supplied by Fyn and Hck is insufficient to compensate for the loss of Lyn. High-intensity stimulation of lyn−/− BMMCs, via highly multivalent Ag-induced aggregation of receptor-bound IgE, results in enhanced mast cell activation, indicating a dampening role for...
Lyn under these conditions (10). Low- and high-intensity stimuli are operationally defined by the initial velocity of receptor internalization and are directly correlated with the degree of phosphorylation of proximal signaling molecules (13). The overall effects of Fyn and Hck on mast cell activation appear to be somewhat more straightforward: The absence of either protein generally results in decreased mast cell activity (6, 7). This may in part reflect their substantially lower expression in mast cells and/or lower level of activation in response to FcεRI activation signals; if high-intensity signals are required for negative regulatory events to occur, then these kinases may not generate sufficiently intense signals under most scenarios for this to take place.

The kinase domain of the SFKs is composed of N- and C-terminal lobes flanking an ATP- and substrate-binding cleft. The G loop of the N lobe is important for catalysis by acting as a flexible clamp that covers and anchors the nontransferable ATP αβ phosphates, orienting the ATP for optimal γ-phosphate transfer. WeeB, a mouse strain possessing a lyn mutation that results in the expression of a protein with strongly reduced kinase activity, has recently been described (14). The mutant kinase LynWeeB is the result of an E260G mutation in the G loop of the N lobe and has undetectable kinase activity when immunoprecipitated from BCR-stimulated B cells. Baculovirus-expressed and purified LynWeeB has ≤17% residual catalytic activity, with reduced ATP (~7-fold) and substrate (~5-fold) binding. B cell development and B cell receptor signaling are impaired in these mice but to a lesser extent than observed in lyn−/− mice, and WeeB mice ultimately develop autoimmune glomerulonephritis, although at a much later age than lyn−/− mice (14-17). These data suggested that the positive and negative regulatory impairments observed in Lyn-deficient mast cells under the appropriate conditions might be more moderate in WeeB mast cells, thus confirming the results of our previous study, which indicated that the intensity of FcεRI signaling can determine whether Lyn positively or negatively regulates mast cell activation (10). Moreover, we reasoned that the dramatic reduction of Lyn kinase activity in WeeB cells should provide a more realistic model of the effects of Lyn-specific inhibition on mast cell biology than models in which the protein itself should provide a more realistic model of the effects of Lyn-specific inhibition on mast cell biology than models in which the protein itself.

Materials and Methods

Abs and other reagents

The anti-DNP IgE mAb [1HJDNP-ε-206 has been previously described (18)]. DNP21-BSA was purchased from Biosearch Technologies (Novato, CA). Anti-IgE mAb B1E3 was provided by D.H. Conrad (Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA). Commercial sources of other Abs were as follows: anti-phosphotyrosine mAb 4G10, anti-linker for activation of T cells (LAT), and anti-SHIP1 from Millipore (Bedford, MA); anti-ERK antibodies from Cell Signaling (Beverly, MA).

Cell culture and FcεRI stimulation

WeeB (14) and lyn−/− (15) mice used were extensively backcrossed onto a C57BL/6 genetic background. Bone marrow cells from wild-type (wt) and mutant mice were cultured in IL-3-containing medium for 4-6 wk to generate >95% pure (c-KIt FcεRI) BMCCs. Stimulation of BMCCs with Ag or anti-IgE was performed as previously described (10). Cells were sensitized for 24 h with 0.5 μg/ml [1HJDNP-ε-206 IgE and washed twice with Tyrode’s buffer or media before stimulation with the indicated concentration of Ag (DNP21-BSA) or the anti-IgE mAb B1E3.

Retroviral transduction

Retroviral transduction of lyn−/− mast cells was performed as previously described (19). Briefly, pMX-puro plasmids harboring wt, WeeB, or kinase-dead (KD) lyn cDNAs were transfected into Plat-E packaging cells (20) to generate recombinant retroviruses. BMCCs in culture medium containing IL-3 and stem cell factor (SCF) were then infected with retrovirus-containing supernatants. Mass populations of puromycin-resistant cells were used for subsequent experiments.

Measurement of histamine and cytokines

Histamine secreted from BMCCs was measured as previously described (18). Supernatants from FcεRI-stimulated cells were measured by ELISA for IL-6 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) and IL-13 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). SFK inhibition via PP2 (EMD Biosciences, San Diego, CA) was carried out by preincubating cells with the drug or vehicle (DMSO) for 15 min prior to stimulation. Competition with monomeric lysine-DNP was carried out similarly.

Migration assays

Chemotaxis of IgE-sensitized BMCCs toward DNP21-BSA or anti-IgE was performed in fibronectin-coated Transwell chambers (Corning, Cornings, NY) as previously described (21). Briefly, 1 × 10^6 cells were loaded into the upper chambers of wells in a volume of 200 μl, and migration into the indicated concentration of chemotractant-containing lower chamber was measured after 6 h using a hemocytometer.

Immunoblotting, immunoprecipitations, and in vitro kinase assays

Cells were lysed in 1% NP-40-containing lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 0.15 M NaCl, and 1 mM EDTA) containing protease and phosphatase inhibitors and subjected either to direct immunoblotting or to immunoprecipitation as previously described (22). For kinase assays, immune complexes were washed and incubated in kinase buffer (50 mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 10 μM MgCl2, 1 μM MnCl2, and 0.1 μM ATP) in the presence of 10 μCi [γ-32P]ATP. Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE, transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes, and exposed to x-ray film.

Ca2+ flux

IgE-sensitized BMCCs were loaded with Indo 1-AM (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) and stimulated with Ag or anti-IgE at the indicated concentrations as previously described (22), except that the fluorescence ratio was continuously monitored using a BD-LSR II flow cytometer (BD Biosciences).

Passive cutaneous anaphylaxis (PCA)

Mice 10–12 wk of age were sensitized by the administration of 25 ng anti-trinitrophenyl (TNP) IgE or PBS (10 μl) in each ear. Twenty-four hours later, mice were challenged i.v. with 100 μg of TNP-ε-BSA in 200 μl PBS containing 1% Evans blue. Mice were sacrificed after 45 min, and the ears were removed for subsequent analysis. Evans blue extravasation was quantified by measuring the absorbance at OD520 after overnight incubation of ear tissue in 300 μl formamide at 63°C. Blood samples were collected retro-orbitally, and plasma IgE levels were measured by ELISA (BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). For mast cell enumeration, Ag stimulation of mice was performed in the absence of Evans blue, and ears were fixed in 10% formalin and paraffinized. Sections were then stained with 1% toluidine blue, and mast cells were counted in at least three 200× fields. Numbers were then normalized to a 400× (high-power) field. Degranulated mast cells were distinguished by morphology. For mast cell reconstitution into C57BL/6-W-KIt−/− mice, 2 × 10^5 BMCCs were injected intradermally into mouse ears. After 6 wk, PCA experiments were performed as described above, with the exception that 100 ng anti-TNP IgE was used.

Statistical analysis

Statistical significance was determined using an unpaired two-tailed Student t test except that one-way ANOVA was used for analysis of PCA data (Fig. 7). Results were expressed as mean ± SD unless otherwise stated; p < 0.05 was considered significant.

Results

Growth properties of WeeB mast cells are intermediate to those of wt and lyn−/− mast cells

To understand the biological effects of reduced Lyn kinase activity on mast cells, we generated BMCCs from WeeB mice and compared their growth properties with those derived from lyn−/− and wt (C57BL/6) mice. After 4 wk in the presence of IL-3, all three
cultures were >95% pure populations of mast cells as defined by surface expression of the FcεRI and c-Kit receptors, with no significant differences in receptor levels detectable between the three genotypes (Fig. 1A). Total cell number increased much more slowly in cultures grown from lyn−/− bone marrow cells than in wt or WeeB cultures. In highly pure populations of BMMCs grown for 4–5 wk, lyn−/− cells proliferated more rapidly than wt cells in the presence of either IL-3 or SCF, as measured by thymidine uptake experiments. WeeB BMMCs proliferated at an intermediate rate (Fig. 1B, 1C). Removal of IL-3 from BMMC cultures results in apoptosis, and this process was accelerated in lyn−/− but not WeeB cells (Fig. 1D). These observations indicate that reduced Lyn kinase activity impacts the in vitro growth properties of mast cells to a lesser degree than the absence of Lyn.

Reduced Lyn kinase activity does not impair cytokine production or histamine release in WeeB mast cells after low-intensity stimulation

Both increased and decreased activation have been reported in lyn−/− mast cells and other cell types (6, 8–11). Engagement of IgE-FcεRI complexes with high-intensity stimuli, such as moderate to high concentrations of highly multivalent Ag, strongly activates the catalytic activity of Lyn and results in a high degree of phosphorylation and/or activation of its direct and indirect downstream targets. For the most part, these pathways are marginally activated in lyn−/− BMMCs, yet various mast cell effector functions are enhanced, indicating a net negative regulatory role for Lyn under these conditions (10). Cross-linking of IgE-FcεRI complexes with a low-intensity stimulus, such as anti-IgE, results in weak activation of Lyn, but this weak activity appears to be indispensable for generating mast cell effector functions, because low-intensity stimulation of lyn−/− mast cells results in minimal levels of degranulation and cytokine production. We hypothesized that diminished Lyn kinase activity would result in mast cells less hyporesponsive than lyn−/− cells after anti-IgE cross-linking but also less hyperresponsive than lyn−/− cells after multivalent Ag stimulation. To test this hypothesis, wt, WeeB, and lyn−/− BMMCs were sensitized with IgE and then stimulated with increasing concentrations of anti-IgE (0.2–20 μg/ml B1E3) or Ag (1–100 ng/ml DNP21-BSA). Cells were measured for cytokine production and degranulation, two hallmarks of mast cell activation. Cytokine production in Ag-stimulated WeeB cells was elevated as compared with that in wt cells but lower than that in lyn−/− cells, consistent with this hypothesis. In contrast, WeeB cells stimulated with anti-IgE had levels of IL-6 and IL-13 production that were comparable to those from wt cells, whereas
cytokine production in lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells was negligible (Fig. 2A), as reported previously (10). Both anti-IgE and Ag stimuli induced near-complete histamine release at high and equivalent levels in wt and WeeB cells, whereas lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells displayed sharply reduced or undetectable levels of histamine release under most conditions (Fig. 2B). The increasing histamine release in lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells with increasing multivalent Ag concentrations indicated that even with a high-intensity stimulus the SFK activity generated in these cells was insufficient to induce degranulation efficiently. These data indicate that the dramatically reduced kinase activity of LynWeeB is sufficient for unimpaired positive regulation of FcεRI-induced mast cell activation.

Further reduction of SFK activity in WeeB mast cells increases cytokine production beyond the already elevated levels seen in lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells

The finding that the minor kinase activity associated with Lyn<sup>WeeB</sup> could result in wt levels of cytokine production and degranulation after anti-IgE stimulation was unexpected. This suggested that the positive regulatory aspects of Lyn reside in a surprisingly small portion of its total kinase capacity. Alternatively, if this residual kinase activity is so low as to be biologically irrelevant, then the activating role of Lyn might reside in its ability to interact with other proteins in a manner independent of its kinase activity (i.e., as an adaptor). To address the former possibility, IgE-sensitized cells were pretreated with increasing concentrations of the SFK inhibitor PP2, stimulated with either anti-IgE or Ag, and assayed for cytokine production (Fig. 3A). Both wt and WeeB cells pretreated with 2-10 μM PP2 and subsequently stimulated with multivalent Ag (100 ng/ml DNP<sub>21</sub>-BSA) displayed increased levels of IL-6 production. IL-6 production in PP2-treated WeeB cells was even higher than that observed in lyn<sup>−/−</sup> mast cells, which themselves display enhanced cytokine production in the absence of SFK inhibition. IL-6 production from lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells did not increase with PP2 treatment, nor was a PP2-dependent increase in IL-6 production observed in anti-IgE-stimulated wt or WeeB cells, suggesting the loss of negative regulation in lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells under all of the conditions tested and its absence in all of the genotypes stimulated with anti-IgE. A similar response to increasing concentrations of PP2 was observed for IL-13 production (Fig 3A, lower panels). Overall, these data demonstrate that with high-intensity Ag stimulation even WeeB mast cells retain residual net negative regulatory capacity that can be overcome with SFK inhibition. Because PP2-inhibited Ag-stimulated WeeB cells produce higher levels of IL-6 and IL-13 than untreated lyn<sup>−/−</sup> cells, it seems likely that the hyperresponsive phenotype seen with Lyn deficiency only partially reflects the loss of negative regulation, partly offset by the loss of some positive regulation. Similar to our observation that some conditions resulting in weak Lyn/SFK
activation (e.g., PP2 pretreatment) can lead to higher levels of cytokine production in WeeB than in wt or Lyn-deficient BMMCs, we found that moderate levels of multivalent Ag (10 ng/ml DNP21-BSA) induced more chemotaxis in WeeB cells than in the other two genotypes (Fig. 3B). Anti-IgE was very inefficient at inducing migration of even wt BMMCs, and a partial defect in WeeB cells was observed. This suggests that if the threshold for a biological effect to occur is high enough, then even positive regulation is impaired in this genotype. These data indicate that low levels of Lyn or SFK activity lead to a hyperresponsive mast cell phenotype that is more extreme than the lyn−/− mast cell phenotype might have suggested. Some concentrations of multivalent Ag led to higher levels of migration in WeeB cells than in wt or lyn−/− cells, but WeeB cells always produced intermediate amounts of cytokines unless PP2 was included. This observation likely reflects differences in the requirements of cytokine production and migration for a particular level of SFK activity to generate various levels of positive and negative signals (i.e., different biological effects may require more or less stimulus to occur). Nevertheless, it might be expected that stimulation conditions should exist whereby WeeB cells produce more cytokines than either wt or lyn−/− cells, without the need for pharmacological treatment. Although both PP2 and decreased multivalent Ag concentration result in decreased SFK activation, they clearly do not result in equivalent effects on cytokine production. Because anti-IgE cross-linking results in very low levels of SFK activation and overall signal transduction as compared with multivalent Ag stimulation, it is reasonable to assume that low stimulus valence also leads to reduced SFK activity levels. Therefore, we tested the effects of reduced valence on cytokine production. The effective valence of our multivalent Ag stimulus was reduced by titrating with increasing amounts of a monovalent competitor, lysine-DNP (Fig. 3C). Lysine-DNP binds to mast cell surface-bound IgE, reducing the number of IgE-FcɛRI complexes available for subsequent clustering and effectively reducing the number of complexes that a given DNP21-BSA molecule will cluster. Although IL-6 levels in lyn−/− cells were particularly high in this experiment (an outlier but not entirely unexpected), the results were quite similar to those seen with PP2 titration (compare Fig. 3A with Fig. 3C). WeeB and wt cells displayed increased IL-6 production with decreased effective stimulus valence, whereas lyn−/− cells did not, and WeeB cells produced more IL-6 than either of the other two genotypes under some conditions, similar to the migration results. This result is consistent with the idea that low Lyn/SFK activity is associated with high biological activity and also with the hypothesis that the manner in which the cellular level of Lyn/SFK activity is achieved (a combination of concentration and valence) is also important.

The weak kinase activity of LynWeeB is sufficient for near-normal phosphorylation levels of Lyn substrates and wt levels of downstream phosphorylation events

In vitro kinase (IVK) assays from WeeB B cell immunoprecipitates had undetectable levels of kinase activity, whereas assays using purified preparations of baculovirus-expressed proteins indicated that a small amount of kinase activity is still associated with LynWeeB (14). We repeated the IVK experiment in mast cells and were able to detect residual kinase activity associated with LynWeeB (Fig. 4A). Activation loop Tyr396 phosphorylation of Lyn was also greatly reduced in multivalent Ag-stimulated mast cells (Fig. 4B).

**FIGURE 4.** Lyn activity is dramatically reduced in WeeB BMMCs, but phosphorylation levels of Lyn targets are only moderately impaired or normal. A, In vitro kinase assays for Lyn and Fyn were carried out after immunoprecipitation from cell lysates using the appropriate antisera. Equal loading was subsequently confirmed by immunoblotting using either the same blot or a duplicate blot derived from a portion of the immunoprecipitates. B, BMMCs were sensitized with IgE overnight and stimulated with 100 ng/ml DNP21-BSA for the indicated periods. Cell lysates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting with the indicated antibodies. Immunoprecipitates of the FcɛRIα subunit and of Lyn were analyzed by immunoblotting with anti-phosphotyrosine (4G10) and anti-FcɛRIα, respectively, followed by reprobing of the blots with anti-FcɛRIα and anti-Lyn, respectively. C, Analysis of phospho-Lyn and phospho-SHIP1 after stimulation with 20 µg/ml anti-IgE (bottom panel) as described in A. Immunoblotting results are representative of three independent experiments, and kinase assays are representative of two independent experiments.
Nevertheless, the FcεRIβ subunit and the lipid phosphatase SHIP1, shown to be direct Lyn phosphorylation targets (10, 23–26), were only moderately hypophosphorylated or normally phosphorylated, respectively, in WeeB cells. Recruitment of Lyn to the β-chain was reduced, but to a far less extent than activation loop phosphorylation might have suggested (Fig. 4B). Similar data were obtained with anti-IgE-stimulated cells, although the level of phosphorylation was reduced significantly overall (Fig. 4C and data not shown). Fyn activity was increased at 1.5 min of Ag stimulation in lyn−/− BMMCs as expected (6) but was normal in WeeB cells (Fig. 4A). Further downstream, we found no consistent differences between Ag-stimulated wt and WeeB mast cells with respect to the phosphorylation levels of important signaling molecules, including LAT, PLC-γ2, Akt1, and IKK, or the MAPK proteins p38, Erk1/2, and JNK1/2 (Fig. 5A, 5B). Calcium flux was essentially normal in WeeB cells, although, interestingly, there was a short delay compared with wt cells that grew less pronounced with increasing Ag concentration (Fig. 5C). A clear difference in calcium flux was present between wt and WeeB cells stimulated with anti-IgE. Consistent with this observation, PLC-γ2 phosphorylation was decreased in WeeB cells stimulated with anti-IgE, although other signaling molecules had either normal or only slightly reduced levels of phosphorylation (Fig. 5D and data not shown). The small calcium flux measured in anti-IgE-stimulated WeeB cells is apparently sufficient for wt levels of degranulation, just as the barely detectable calcium flux measured in lyn−/− cells treated with the highest tested concentration of multivalent Ag (1000 ng/ml) is sufficient for near-wt levels of degranulation. These results differ from those obtained in B cells isolated from WeeB mice, which generally had intermediate levels of phosphorylation compared with those in wt- and lyn−/−-derived B cells. This may reflect either the biology of different cell types or differences in the reagents used to study and activate different receptor systems in vitro. One possibility is that

**FIGURE 5.** Downstream FcεRI signal transduction is largely intact in WeeB BMMCs. BMMCs were sensitized with IgE overnight and stimulated with 100 ng/ml DNP21-BSA for the indicated periods. A, Membrane proximal phosphorylation events were analyzed by immunoblotting using antisera to phospho-LAT (Tyr102), phospho-PLC-γ2 (Tyr124), and phospho-Akt1 (Ser473). Blots were subsequently stripped and reprobed using antibodies to LAT, PLC-γ2, and Akt1. B, MAPK phosphorylation events were analyzed as in A using the indicated antibodies. C, Ca2+ flux was measured using BMMCs loaded with Indo 1-AM and stimulated with the indicated concentrations of Ag, followed by the addition of 1 μg/ml ionomycin. D, A panel of phosphospecific antisera were used to probe lysates derived from BMMCs stimulated with 20 μg/ml anti-IgE. In cases where phospho-specific antisera were not effectively stripped from membranes, duplicate samples from the same lysate were run on separate gels. Results are representative of three independent experiments.

*WeeB MAST CELLS*

One explanation for the observation that positive regulation is unimpaired in WeeB mast cells could be an unknown adaptor function for Lyn. SFK inhibition enhances IL-6 and IL-13 production in WeeB but not lyn−/− mast cells, suggesting that the residual kinase activity of Lyn is still quite relevant to regulating mast cell activation. However, it is also possible that the presence of the Lyn structure in WeeB cells potentiates the ability of other SFKs implicated in FcεRI-induced signal transduction, and this potentiation is likely to be a PP2-inhibitable event, because it is unlikely that positive regulation is possible without any SFK activity whatsoever. To address this possibility, we transduced lyn−/− bone marrow cells with different LynA-expressing retroviruses, including the KD K275R mutant (27). Re-expression of Lyn by this method resulted in mast cells expressing LynA at approximately endogenous levels, with the caveat that the K275R mutant (KD) was moderately overexpressed, and all of the genotypes lacked LynB (Fig. 6A). The difference between LynA and LynB, products of alternative mRNA splicing, is the presence and absence, respectively, of an exon coding for 21 residues (28) of unknown significance. IL-6 production in Ag-stimulated empty vector, LynWeeB, and LynKD retrovirally transduced mast cells was similar but was moderately lower in Lynwt-transduced cells, consistent with the restoration of some of the negative regulatory capacity of Lyn (Fig. 6B). Appreciable levels of IL-6 were detected only in Lynwt and LynB cells stimulated with anti-IgE. Similar results were observed with IL-13, although the level of
this cytokine was also moderately increased in Ag-stimulated LynWeeB cells. Cells were then pretreated with PP2 (Fig. 6C) and stimulated with Ag as described above. IL-6 and IL-13 production from vector-transduced, Lynwt, and LynWeeB cells was consistent with the PP2 inhibition experiment in Fig. 3. LynKD cells did not display elevated levels of IL-6 or IL-13 with PP2 pretreatment, in contrast with LynWeeB cells, and had similar properties to vector-transduced cells. Histamine release followed a similar pattern, with Lynwt and LynWeeB cells falling into one group and vector-transduced and LynKD cells falling into a second group (Fig. 6D).

Overall, LynKD cells exhibited almost exactly the same profiles of cytokine production and phosphorylation of signaling molecules as empty-vector–transduced cells (Fig. 6), suggesting that both positive and negative regulatory functions of Lyn are executed mainly by its catalytic activity. Notably, anti-IgE was far less effective at inducing either cytokine production or degranulation in wt or WeeB-transduced cells than in wt or WeeB BMMCs for reasons that are unclear. Moreover, unlike wt versus WeeB BMMCs, LynWeeB–transduced cells consistently had moderately lower cytokine production and histamine levels than Lynwt cells, which may indicate that in this system even the positive regulatory aspect of Lyn activity is not fully activated by anti-IgE, a low-intensity stimulus. Consistent with this explanation, activation loop phosphorylation of even the re-expressed wt Lyn protein was extremely low, again for reasons that are unclear, as was phosphorylation of its direct and indirect targets, as compared with untransduced wt BMMCs (exposure times were >50-fold longer than those shown in Figs. 4 and 5, data not shown), although the relative comparisons between the four genotypes were as predicted (Fig. 6E).

**Anaphylaxis is enhanced in WeeB mice**

In vivo studies regarding IgE-dependent mast cell degranulation in lyn−/− mice have been difficult to interpret. Initial findings that the mast cell-dependent immediate-phase PCA reaction (16) is negligible in lyn−/− mice have been tempered by findings that this may be due to dramatically increased FcεRI receptor occupancy resulting from dramatically elevated IgE levels (29). Subsequent experiments using a passive systemic anaphylaxis model determined that histamine release in lyn−/− mice is moderately increased as compared with wt mice, but only in young lyn−/− mice, presumably because FcεRI receptor occupancy has not yet increased to the point where the IgE sensitization step becomes problematic. These studies were carried out on a 129/Sv or mixed genetic background, and it has been shown that even wt 129/Sv mice have much higher serum IgE levels than their wt C57BL/6 counterparts (11). We found that serum IgE levels were indeed elevated in 10- to 12-wk-old lyn−/− mice maintained on a C57BL/6 background [but far lower than those reported (29) for 7-wk-old lyn−/− mice on a 129/Sv X C57BL/6 mixed lineage background], but not in WeeB mice (Fig. 7A). We therefore measured the immediate-phase PCA reaction of 10- to 12-wk-old wt, WeeB, and...
A substantial increase in the number of degranulated mast cells in a moderate increase in serum IgE levels found in similar PCA data (Fig. 7).

The current study clearly demonstrates that Lyn switches from a net positive and negative regulatory functions of Lyn. Middle, Low-intensity stimulation of FcεRI (upper panel) leads to weak activation of SFKs. This is insufficient to generate an appreciable biological response (y-axis) in Lyn-deficient cells. Lyn is the predominant SFK in mast cells, and the minor association with the LynWeeB allele, combined with other SFKs, is sufficient for a maximal response in many cases. This suggests a sharply ascending peak as the kinase activity generated by a given stimulus increases. Bottom, The majority of SFK capacity, used during high-intensity stimulation of FcεRI, leads to increasing negative regulation in wt and WeeB cells; biological activity in lyn−/− cells still remains on the ascending region of the curve under these conditions. This simplified model does not take into account potential differences in function for the different SFKs present in mast cells. Note that the reduction in total SFK capacity for lyn−/− and WeeB mast cells from wt levels is far greater than that depicted.

**Discussion**

The current study clearly demonstrates that Lyn switches from a net positive to a net negative regulator of mast cell function(s) when a very low level of its kinase activity is induced or, in the case of LynWeeB, available (Fig. 8). Previous studies have shown that the absence of Lyn leads to increased biological effects for some mast cell functions and decreased biological effects for others, and the data have not been fully consistent among numerous studies. Our previous data partially clarified these observations by demonstrating that the suppressive role of Lyn is associated with high-intensity FcεRI stimulation and the activating role of Lyn is associated with low-intensity stimulation (10). However, it was unanticipated that virtually all of the kinase capacity of Lyn would function as a net negative regulator. That LynKD and empty-vector–transduced lyn−/− cells were phenotypically similar to each other, but phenotypically distinct from LynWeeB-transduced cells nevertheless suggests that this minor catalytic activity, and not an unknown adaptor function, is the main driver of the positive regulatory functions of Lyn.

Although the defect in kinase activity for the LynWeeB allele is severe, the reduction in phosphorylation levels of its presumed direct targets in mast cells was more modest. Moreover, determination of the phosphorylation level of the indirect targets of Lyn, at various points in the FcεRI signaling cascade, was not convincingly different in wt and WeeB BMMCs across a range of conditions (Figs. 4 and 5 and data not shown). The calcium flux data for multivalent Ag-stimulated WeeB cells (Fig. 5C) suggests that the major effect of reduced Lyn kinase activity in BMMCs is to reduce the rate of signal transduction but not its intensity. Calcium flux in anti-IgE-stimulated WeeB cells was substantially lower than that in wt cells, with only minimal effects on various other signal transduction pathways and at best moderate effects on most
biological assays. However, this suggests that with even weaker stimulation of mast cells a wider difference in the intensity of signaling-related phosphorylation events might be observed between $\text{WeeB}^{-/-}$ and wt cells. In practice, it was difficult to consistently detect phosphorylation of signaling proteins even in wt BMMCs treated with low concentrations of anti-IgE by Western blot. Nevertheless, the calcium data may indicate that the apparent discrepancy between the intermediate signaling data seen in $\text{WeeB}$ mast cells stimulated at FcεRI and the wt levels of signaling in $\text{WeeB}$ mast cells stimulated at FcεRI simply reflects a dramatically stronger activation of Lyn/SFK and the subsequent signaling response in mast cells under these conditions. Recently, mice containing a KD allele of Lyn have been reported and have similar properties to $\text{WeeB}$ mast cells and whether multivalent Ag-stimulated mast cells from these mice would also possess a detectable residual kinase activity.

Correlating the intensity of signal transduction in the various genotypes with the intensity of the different biological outcomes is not straightforward, because the phosphorylation levels of both negative and positive regulators downstream of Lyn/SFK shift in tandem. For example, activation of SHIP1, an important negative regulator of mast cell signaling (31), and activation of Akt1, a positive regulator of mast cell activation (32), both occur to a much higher degree in wt and $\text{WeeB}$ BMMCs than in $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ cells. This is the case for both high- and low-intensity FcεRI stimulation, and yet Lyn is a net negative regulator with respect to cytokine production in the former case and a net positive regulator in the latter. Previous studies have shown that the duration of phosphorylation events may be prolonged in $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ BMMCs, which can potentially explain the increased cytokine production (8). In contrast, degranulation typically occurs within minutes; therefore, we speculate that low but prolonged levels of signaling events could lead to increased cytokine production in $\text{WeeB}$ and, much more dramatically, $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ cells, over many hours, but only a defect would be observed in degranulation. The defect is not measurable in $\text{WeeB}$ cells but is much more easily observed in the more severely SFK-defective $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ cells.

The current study indicates that for a given biological readout there is a point at which the Lyn/SFK activity switches from net positive regulation to net negative regulation (Fig. 8), which the availability of the $\text{WeeB}$ mouse has made more easily definable. The differential effects of the SFK inhibitor PP2 and monomeric lysine-DNP on cytokine production in $\text{WeeB}$ and $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ BMMCs, and in the respective transduced $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ cells, were striking, and to the best of our knowledge, results of a similar nature have not been reported. With high-intensity stimulation (i.e., a high concentration of multivalent Ag), even Lyn$\text{WeeB}$ can generate net inhibitory signals in mast cells, indicating that perhaps as little as a few percent of the total Lyn and/or SFK capacity of mast cells available to the FcεRI receptor is sufficient for a maximal mast cell response. Even though the contribution of Fyn and Hck toward the total SFK capacity of mast cells is quite small, if these proteins function largely as positive regulators, then their impact on biological outcomes might be much larger than expected. This would seem to be the case, because most (but not all) biological readouts are reduced in $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ and $\text{hck}^{-/-}$ mast cells (7, 33). As we and others have previously noted, the phenotypes of $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ cells and mice have been reported as hyperresponsive, hyporesponsive, or equal to the response of wt cells and mice, depending upon the intensity of the stimuli and probably depending upon the conditions used by each laboratory. Furthermore, degranulation is increased in Lyn-deficient BMMCs derived from 129/Sv mice or in mixed genetic lineages but decreased in those derived from C57BL/6 mice, whereas cytokine production is increased in $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ BMMCs derived from both strains, a result that is at least partially dependent upon the expression level of Fyn (11). Our characterization of $\text{WeeB}$ BMMCs, combined with inhibitor experiments, clearly demonstrates that a range of diverse biological outcomes likely centers around a point where SFK activity in the cell, compared with its total FcεRI-induced capacity, is very low. One byproduct of this is that $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ BMMCs, in which most SFK activity has been removed, might be expected to be particularly sensitive to differences in experimental procedures and reagents across laboratories, strain variations, etc., as the literature demonstrates is likely the case.

The in vivo susceptibility of $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ mast cells to degranulation has been tested in several studies, taking into account different variables such as the age and strain of the mice. At least in 129/Sv mice prior to the development of diminished FcεRI receptor availability, Lyn deficiency appears to result in a loss of some negative regulation, because there is a moderate increase in histamine levels in $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ mice tested using a passive systemic anaphylaxis model, as compared with wt mice (29). The current study suggests that specific inhibition of Lyn might be more counterproductive than even the $\text{lyn}^{-/-}$ mice suggest. Overall, our in vitro and in vivo results indicate that complete or near-complete inhibition of Lyn activity alone (see Fig. 8) would be insufficient to overcome the residual positive activation of the other SFK in mast cells for some functions, would be sufficient for others, and would be clearly counterproductive in a third set. Even pan-SFK inhibition, which has been demonstrated to be therapeutically beneficial in some cases, would appear to be counterproductive in this model.

In conclusion, our results indicate that the catalytic activity of Lyn is critical for both positive and negative regulation of mast cell activation and that a surprisingly small portion of the capacity of Lyn to become activated during FcεRI stimulation is sufficient to achieve wt biological effects. These data do not support the idea that Lyn may have a function independent of its kinase activity, although they do not necessarily rule one out, but do suggest that the sensitivity of Lyn as a rheostat of mast cell activity is most acute at a small range of very weak stimuli.
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